The future of care coordination is now.
Introducing the Ultimate Healthcare Management Solution
Imagine a state-of-the-art healthcare coordination platform that
combines the best features of social networking plus 20 years of medical
software expertise. The result? Highly accessible health information,
delivered with maximum levels of privacy, security and ease-of-use.
myHEALTHware® (MHW) is the ultimate coordinated care
solution, delivering the tools and resources you need to view
patient data, connect with fellow healthcare professionals,
coordinate with internal and external team members,
communicate with other software users and much more. The MHW system serves as a Health Information Service
Provider (HISP), allowing users to connect and share files with other providers via the open-standard,
HIPAA-compliant Direct Protocol, regardless of which EHR they use. myHEALTHware® also allows patients to
easily manage their health information, providing secure access to medical records, a safe portal for sharing
information with family, and reliable messaging with everyone in their medical network.
Are you ready to take your care coordination to the next level? Discover all the ways myHEALTHware® can help
you begin collaborating, connecting, and communicating today.

myHEALTHware® is a robust, feature-rich platform
that allows healthcare providers to:
USE BLUE BUTTON TECHNOLOGY TO DOWNLOAD OR EXPORT
PATIENT INFORMATION THROUGH A HIPAA SECURE METHOD
EXPERIENCE FEWER TELEPHONE INTERRUPTIONS AND REDUCE
THE COSTS OF LABOR-INTENSIVE MANUAL FAXING
FULFILL MEANINGFUL USE 2014 STAGE I AND II
REPORT TO HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGES, STATE REGISTRIES
AND ACCOUNTABLE CARE ORGANIZATIONS
VIEW YOUR PATIENTS’ ADVANCE DIRECTIVES, PROBLEMS,
MEDICATIONS, IMMUNIZATIONS, FAMILY HISTORY AND MORE
PROMOTE AND STORE PATIENT PRE-VISIT FORMS
SECURELY MESSAGE AND COORDINATE CARE PLANS WITH
PATIENTS, INTERNAL STAFF AND EXTERNAL TEAM MEMBERS
SHARE AND STORE INFORMATION ON A SECURE, HIPAA-COMPLIANT
PUBLIC CLOUD SYSTEM
KEEP PATIENT DEMOGRAPHICS AND CLINICAL INFORMATION
IN SYNC WITH AN EMR SYSTEM

For more information, or to
download a complete list
of myHEALTHware® features
and benefits, visit us online at
www.myhealthware.com

